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Parker Miller assists sector leading companies in in complex civil litigation matters, particularly those pertaining
to antitrust enforcement, antitrust civil litigation, and technology licensing. Parker advocates for clients accused
of anti-competitive conduct in the U.S. and globally. He assists clients when suppliers and competitors turn to
anticompetitive conduct to deny clients a fair market. As a result of this experience, Parker has a particular
interest and background in sourcing and procurement-related litigation, including cartel, component failure,
and licensing cases.
Representative Experience
 Lead counsel to Fieldale Farms defending allegations that the poultry industry engaged in a conspiracy to

reduce output and manipulate price indices.

 Lead counsel to CVS for claims that the largest producers of Packaged Seafood conspired to fix the price of

shelf stable packaged tuna.

 Lead counsel to the world’s largest cellular handset manufacturer for claims resulting from a worldwide

conspiracy to fix the price of liquid crystal displays.

 Lead counsel to a Fortune 50 software company for claims resulting from a worldwide conspiracy to fix the

price of lithium ion batteries.

 Lead counsel to an industry-leading active optical cable manufacturer to recover damages arising from the

attempted illegal monopolization of the market by a rival.

 Counsel to world’s largest wireless equipment manufacturers in a series of international intellectual

property disputes over second- and third-generation wireless technologies.

 Counsel for antitrust compliance and auditing for a large consumer goods manufacturer.
 Counsel to an electronics manufacturer in sanctions proceedings for another party’s misuse of confidential

information under a protective order, resulting in a record-setting sanction of the opposing party.

 Counsel to an original equipment manufacturer in a warranty dispute involving automotive component

failures.

Publications & Presentations
Publications
 “Peace Is Complicated: Global Settlements from an In-House Counsel Perspective,” The Antitrust Counselor,

Vol. 10.4, June 2016.

Education
 Florida State University (J.D., 2002)

 University of Florida (B.A., 1997)

Admitted to Practice
 Georgia
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